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1.0

Introduction

The Region of Peel is a large municipality consisting of the cities of Brampton and
Mississauga and the Town of Caledon. The Region falls within both the Credit Valley
Conservation Authority (CVC) and the Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA)
boundaries. The cities of Brampton and Mississauga have surface water supply
systems from Lake Ontario while the Town of Caledon has a number of groundwater
based supply systems. The groundwater supply systems are located in the villages of
Alton, Caledon Village, Inglewood, Cheltenham, Palgrave and Caledon East (Figure 1.1)

1.1

Water Supply Systems

The groundwater supply systems within the Region of Peel are dependent on
groundwater obtained from a series of well fields within each village. The characteristics
of each system are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 Summary of Region of Peel Water Supply Wells
Well Field
Well
Depth Screen
(m)
Interval (m
below
ground)
Cheltenham
Inglewood

Caledon
Village

Palgrave

Caledon
East

Alton

Formation Screened

Cheltenham 1
Cheltenham 2
Inglewood 1
Inglewood 2
Inglewood 3
Caledon Village 3

51.6
51.8
7.4
9.4
54.7
36.1

44.8 – 51.0
45.0 – 51.3
5.2 – 7.4
6.0 – 7.9
48.9 – 54.7
29.0 – 35.1

sand, gravel (confined)
sand, gravel (confined)
sand (confined/leaky)
sand (confined/leaky)
sand, gravel (confined)
sand, gravel
(confined/leaky)

Caledon Village 3A

34..7

31.0-34.7

sand and gravel
(confined/leaky)

Caledon Village 4
Palgrave 2
Palgrave 3
Palgrave 4

75.9
47.0
82.3
91.4

61.3 – 75.9
39.6 – 47.0
71.3 – 81.5
79.5 – 84.4
87.2 – 91.4

sand (confined/leaky)
sand (unconfined)
sand, gravel (confined)
sand, gravel (confined)

Caledon East 2

31.4

24.0 – 30.4

fine sand (confined/leaky)

Caledon East 3
Caledon East 4

48.2
56.7

39.6 – 47.2
47.6 – 55.8

sand (confined/leaky)
sand, gravel (confined)

Alton 3
Alton 4

22.2
25.0

15.3 – 20.8
17.4 – 24.8

sand, gravel (unconfined)
sand, gravel (unconfined)
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Each well was built to take water from the overburden sediments and in some cases; the
taking has been recognised as groundwater under direct influence of surface water
(GUDI). GUDI wells have been specially recognised by the Ministry of the Environment
(MOE) for their potential to be impacted by water quality concerns arising on nearby
water bodies. Within the Region of Peel, the following wells, in Table 2 have been
characterised as GUDI wells:
Table 2 Region of Peel Wells Characterised as Groundwater Under Direct
Influence of Surface Water
Alton 3
Caledon East 2
Alton 4
Caledon Village 3
Inglewood 2
Caledon Village 3A
Caledon Village 4
In keeping with the requirements for source protection studies as defined by the
“Technical Rules - Assessment Report (Clean Water Act 2006)” all municipal
groundwater supply systems required the delineation of well head protection areas
(WHPA) associated with those systems. These WHPA were designated as WHPA-A
through WHPA-D and represented the area within the groundwater aquifer that
contributed water to the well within a certain timeframe. For wells that were
characterised as GUDI the “Technical Rules – Assessment Report (Clean Water Act
2006)” required the delineation of an additional well head protection area, known as a
WHPA-E. This additional protection area was associated with surface water bodies that
are known or are assumed to be associated with the occurrence of GUDI conditions at
the well. Within the Region of Peel, well head protection areas (WHPAs) A to D were
defined for all systems, and WHPA-Es were defined for the sources listed in Table 2.

1.2

Clean Water Act

The focus of the current study is the verification of threats to groundwater quality that
have been identified as part of the source protection process. At present, source
protection is being driven by a process of building multiple barriers to contamination in
an effort to safe guard the quality of Ontario’s drinking water supplies. A key component
to the implementation of source protection was the passing of the Clean Water Act. The
Clean Water Act focuses on municipal water supply sources and seeks to protect water
at those sources, before it enters the drinking water system. The Clean Water Act,
specifies a process for the protection of supply systems and as part of this process a
number of distinct tasks can be identified, these tasks are outlined below:
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 Source Designation
In this task, municipalities designate existing or proposed supply systems to be part of
the source protection process. The source designation was designed to incorporate all
systems that could be considered as municipal water supply systems.
 Vulnerable Area Delineation
For groundwater supplies, well head protection areas (WHPAs) were delineated based
on the time of travel for water from the aquifer to the well. These WHPAs were
designated as WHPA-A through WHPA-D and included a WHPA-E for GUDI wells. The
vulnerable areas were to be the areas of focus for further source protection activities.
 Aquifer Vulnerability Analysis
In order to account for the varying levels of protection provided by aquifers, the
vulnerability of aquifers was determined. Methodologies for aquifer vulnerability analysis
were provided by the MOE and the completion of these studies resulted in the
designation of aquifers as high, medium and low vulnerability.
 Threat Identification and Evaluation
A threat to the water supply system consists of any one of 21 chemicals and/ or land
uses identified by the MOE. In the identification and evaluation phase, land uses and
chemicals occurring inside vulnerable areas were evaluated based on existing data and
the potential for an impact at the water supply source was rated. Threats that ranked the
highest were considered to be “significant drinking water threats” and required further
attention through the source water protection process.
Source Protection is based on a watershed approach with source protection regions
having been developed based on conservation authority jurisdiction across the province.
The Region of Peel is a part of the Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake
Ontario (CTC) Source Protection Region. It is noteworthy that parts of Peel Region fall
within the jurisdictions of adjacent source protection regions, that is South Georgian Bay
Lake Simcoe to the north east and Hamilton-Halton to the southwest. All source
protection regions were required by the Clean Water Act to complete the above tasks as
part of a Watershed Assessment report. As part of the work completed to support the
Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario (CTC) Source Protection
Region Draft Assessment Report, R.J. Burnside & Associates Limited (Burnside)
completed a study entitled “Issues Evaluation and Threats Assessment, Region of Peel,
July 2010”. This report identified a number of drinking water threats within the well head
protection areas (WHPAs) associated with groundwater public supply wells in the Town
of Caledon.
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1.3

Source Protection Planning

In order to implement the requirements of the Clean Water Act, each Source Protection
Region and municipality is required to develop a series of policies and plans that will
address land uses associated with the threats identified as part of Assessment Report.
The development of source protection plans and policies is currently ongoing in the
Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario (CTC) Source Protection
Region, and when completed these policies will form the regulatory basis for
implementation of source protection within the Region of Peel. Currently draft policies
for source protection have been developed by the Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and
Central Lake Ontario (CTC) Source Protection Region and have been through a process
of agency and public review. Corresponding draft source protection policies have been
developed for Hamilton-Halton Source Protection Region and the South Georgian BayLake Simcoe Source Protection Regions. All draft policies are at various points of the
public consultation and review phase and on completion of this phase will be submitted
to the Ministry of the Environment for approval. When approved by the Ministry of the
Environment, these policies will place new requirements on land owners within
vulnerable areas (WHPAs) and also new reporting and enforcement requirements on the
Region of Peel.

1.4

Process Uncertainty

Inherent in the source protection process so far has been uncertainty on the existence,
nature, and quantity of chemicals; the occurrence and extent of land use and the nature
of the associated practices. The identification and ranking of threats that occurred as
part of the development of the Assessment Report was based on a number of
simplifying and broad based assumptions and on existing documentation that was in
most cases, not field verified. In light of the potential impact that source protection
policies can have on both land owner and the Region of Peel, it is important that
uncertainty be reduced wherever possible to allow for a more accurate picture of the
situation to be developed. From the perspective of the Region, it is important to
understand the numbers and range of threats that exist across the Region in order to
develop appropriate staff and resources in support of source protection. From the
perspective of land owners, it is important that accurate information on land uses exist to
ensure not only that the required land uses are included but also that non-required land
uses are excluded. The current verification process is aimed at updating information
used to generate the list of potential significant drinking water threats and to provide a
higher level of certainty on the nature of these threats. This updated information will
advise the Region of Peel on the number of instances in which source protection policies
will need to be implemented and also on the nature of the policies that will need to be
implemented. Based on these figures, the Region will be better able to understand the
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staffing requirements and the necessary support services for the completion of its new
duties under the Clean Water Act.

2.0

Scope of Work

In order to reduce the uncertainty associated with the assessment and ranking of
potential significant drinking water threats, the Region of Peel retained Burnside to assist
with the verification of these threats and the circumstances surrounding their occurrence
within vulnerable areas. The scope of work included the following tasks:





Potential Significant Drinking Water Threat Itemization;
Property Owner Contact and Consultation;
Property Surveys and Threat Verification; and
Reporting and Database Update.

2.1

Methodology

2.1.1

Potential Significant Drinking Water Threat Itemization

A review of the potential significant drinking water threats identified in previous studies
(Burnside 2010, Burnside 2011) was completed and a list of properties with these
threats was compiled. Map sheets of properties with potential significant drinking water
threats were created to be used during the field verification portion of the project.
Included on each property sheet were appropriate notes on the circumstances of
occurrence for each potential significant drinking water threat that was included on the
property map sheet.
The designation of a land use or activity as a potential significant drinking water threat is
based on guidance provided by the MOE and the requirements of the Clean Water Act
(2006). Within the Clean Water Act (2006) a drinking water threat is defined as:
“an activity or condition that adversely affects or has the potential to adversely affect the
quality or quantity of any water that is or may be used as a source of drinking water”
(Section 2(1)).
Just because an activity is a significant threat does not mean that it is currently harming
water sources. It has the potential to cause harm if something should go wrong, such as
an accidental spill or leak. For this reason, the significant drinking water threats
identified and later verified through this project are referred to as potential significant
drinking water threats.
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The Clean Water Act(2006) has prescribed 21 potential threats which had been
inventoried as part of previous studies and were the subject of the current verification
process, these potential threats are:
1. The establishment, operation or maintenance of a waste disposal site within the
meaning of Part V or the Environmental Protection Act.
2. The establishment, operation or maintenance of a system that collects, stores,
transmits, treats or disposes of sewage.
3. The application of agricultural source material to land.
4. The storage of agricultural source material.
5. The management of agricultural source material.
6. The application of non-agricultural source material to land.
7. The handling and storage of non-agricultural source material.
8. The application of commercial fertilizer to land.
9. The handling and storage of commercial fertilizer.
10. The application of pesticide to land.
11. The handling and storage of pesticide.
12. The application of road salt.
13. The handling and storage of road salt.
14. The storage of snow.
15. The handling and storage of fuel.
16. The handling and storage of a dense non-aqueous phase liquid.
17. The handling and storage of an organic solvent.
18. The management of runoff that contains chemicals used in the de-icing of aircraft.
19. An activity that takes water from an aquifer or a surface water body without returning
the water taken to the same aquifer or surface water body.
20. An activity that reduces the recharge of an aquifer.
21. The use of land as livestock grazing or pasturing land, an outdoor confinement area,
or a farm-animal yard.
The above land uses/ activities were inventoried for all lands within the vulnerable areas
of groundwater supply systems in the Region of Peel in earlier studies and were
included in the Watershed Assessment Report (CTC 2011). Based on the observed and
assumed circumstances under which these land uses occurred and the calculated
vulnerability of the aquifer, each potential threat was ranked as posing a “significant”,
“moderate”, “low” or “negligible” risk. The Clean Water Act (2006) requires that policies
for the protection of drinking water sources are developed specifically to address any
occurrences of potential threats ranked as “significant”.
The designation of a potential drinking water threat as “significant” is based on a
combination of aquifer vulnerability and the actual real life circumstances under which
the land use or activity occurs. The circumstances seeks to evaluate parameters such
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as the volume of a chemical that is stored, the location of storage (above or below
grade), and any land use practices that may create an opportunity for the exposure of
the threat related material to the groundwater.
It is necessary to verify the threats itemized as potential significant drinking water threats
as the initial assessment was based on information contained in various provincial
databases including data from the Municipal Properties Assessment Corporation
(MPAC). Due to the possibility of changes in land use or circumstances since the
acquisition of the information used to make the initial assessment, there is the possibility
that some potential threats no longer exist or that new ones, previously unaccounted for
are in existence. The Region of Peel as part of its due diligence process for source
protection thought it prudent to embark on the current project to verify potential
significant drinking water threats.
2.1.2

Property Owner Contact and Consultation

To kick start the verification process, property owners for properties associated with
potential significant drinking water threats were contacted by the Region of Peel. This
initial contact was based on information contained in databases held by the Region of
Peel. The aim of this initial contact was to provide information on the source protection
process and the need to verify the circumstances of occurrence associated with the
potential significant drinking water threats. As part of this contact process letters were
sent to land owners/occupiers and included contact information for Region of Peel staff
associated with the project. Property owners/occupiers were asked to contact the
named Region staff members to arrange for an interview and property survey. Based on
follow up to the initial letter an attempt was made to set an appropriate time for a
property survey to be completed by the study team.
Letters notifying property owners of the study and requesting site visits to be arranged
were mailed on March 14, 2012. A copy of the letter sent to the resident/land owner is
provided in Appendix A.
2.1.3

Property Surveys

As arranged through Region of Peel staff, property surveys and interviews with property
owners/ occupiers were completed to obtain information about the circumstances of
occurrence for potential significant drinking water threats on the property. The primary
tool for the gathering of information was a property survey sheet which was
accompanied by a residential, agricultural or commercial/ industrial survey form.
Property sheets were created from available data and included property identification
data, owner contact information, a map of the property and the potential significant
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drinking water threats identified on the property. A property summary sheet was created
for each property, with the exception of cases where a group of properties in close
proximity had the same threats and circumstances. Based on information collected
during the property survey, the information on the property sheets was updated.
Completed property sheets for properties surveyed during the current assessment are
provided in Appendix C.
Property survey sheets were developed by Burnside in consultation with the Region of
Peel and were aimed at guiding the interview process to ensure that the appropriate
information was obtained during the interview to allow for the verification of each
identified potential significant drinking water threat. In order to develop these survey
forms, Burnside reviewed the list of potential significant drinking water threats that were
identified within the Region of Peel as well as the circumstances of their occurrence.
The survey forms were developed using similar categories as the initial threat evaluation
process with the aim being to allow for easy update of threat circumstances based on a
completed survey. The surveys were also developed in the expectation that not all
elements of the circumstances of occurrence of threats could be observed during a site
visit and therefore it would be necessary to obtain this information verbally. The surveys
completed for properties in the Region of Peel are included in Appendix B
Site visits and interviews for the completion of property surveys were completed
between March 23 and May 22, 2012 by Burnside and representatives from the Region
of Peel. A total of 20 properties were visited during the surveys. An additional six
surveys were completed over the phone or submitted via fax. During the site visits the
survey form (questionnaire) was completed in order to gather information about the land
use activities on the property and to update the circumstances of occurrence for the
listed potential significant drinking water threat. The information collected during these
surveys has been used to update circumstances and where appropriate, potential
significant drinking water threats have been re-evaluated and a new threat ranking has
been produced. The revised threat list has been incorporated into the project database
with a notation for those land uses and activities that have been field verified. The
verification of these threats has increased the level of certainty attached to the list of
potential significant drinking water threats developed for the Region of Peel and will
allow the Region to have a better understanding of the potential impact of source water
protection policies that are required by the Clean Water Act (2006). A secondary benefit
of the interview process is that land owners/occupiers were made aware of the source
protection process and the implications for their particular land use. The Region of Peel
through the contacts established with the land owners in these areas, now has a
mechanism for keeping land owners informed of the source protection process.
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2.1.4

Reporting and Database Update

As part of previous work completed for the Issues Evaluation and Threats Assessment
Report, Burnside developed a database that houses all information related to potential
threats within the Region of Peel and that automatically categorises potential threats.
Data collected in the property surveys was used to update the assumptions and
circumstances in the database and to revise, where appropriate, the categorisation of
the potential threat. Updates were performed based on the field observed land uses and
included addition or elimination of threat activities, changes in the circumstances of
occurrence for threats or elimination of potential chemicals of concern associated to the
land use activities. The updated database is included as a deliverable for this study.

3.0

Survey

The survey provided a mechanism to update the assessment of properties where
activities had been ranked as significant drinking water threats in the initial threat
inventory. As previously noted, changes in land use since the last property assessment
may not have been included in the data that was used for the initial assessment and
hence there remained a high level of uncertainty around the conclusions drawn from the
initial assessment.
Based on the completed surveys and the interviews conducted, the study team was able
to verify the existence of potential significant drinking water threats and also to eliminate
others based on the nature of the activities that are currently being carried out on the
properties. The following sections provide a brief outline of some of the methodologies
used to obtain information on specific land use activities.

3.1

Land Uses of Concern

Within the vulnerable areas of the Region of Peel, potential significant drinking water
threats were associated with 12 of the 21 prescribed threats. The threats encountered in
the Region were associated with the following:








The establishment, operation or maintenance of a system that collects, stores,
transmits, treats or disposes of sewage (Threat #2).
The application of agricultural source material to land (Threat #3).
The storage of agricultural source material (Threat #4).
The management of agricultural source material (Threat #5).
The application of non-agricultural source material to land (Threat #6).
The application of commercial fertilizer to land (Threat #8).
The handling and storage of commercial fertilizer (Threats #9).
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The application of pesticide to land (Threat #10).
The handling and storage of pesticide (Threat #11).
The handling and storage of fuel (Threat #15).
The handling and storage of a dense non-aqueous phase liquid (Threat #16).
The handling and storage of an organic solvent (Threat #17).

Surveys were developed around obtaining information on these land uses and related
activities and a more detailed description of the activities reviewed is included below.
3.1.1

Systems for the Collection, Storage, Transmission, Treatment or
Disposal of Sewage

Within this category the main land uses of concern were septic systems in un-serviced
areas, sewers and sewage treatment plants in serviced areas. In the cases where no
sewer connection could be verified, it was considered to be confirmed that the property
was dependent on a private septic system. In the cases where the land owner/occupier
could not be contacted for an interview, the sewer billing record was the sole means of
threat verification.
Other land uses included in this category are municipal sewer pipes and storm water
management facilities. Through data obtained from the Region of Peel, the presence of
these features was verified in the areas they were initially assumed to exist. Sewage is
considered to be a threat to groundwater as a number of chemicals or pathogens from
sewage can make their way into the groundwater. These chemicals are generally from
residential or industrial/ commercial use and along with pathogens form a risk to
groundwater supplies. A full list of chemicals associated with sewage that are
considered to be risks to groundwater is provided in the CTC-Draft Proposed Source
Protection Plan (CTC, 2012).
Within the Region of Peel, there were a number of these threats, located within various
well head protection areas that were considered to be potential significant drinking water
threats. Owners of these properties were notified about the need to provide verification
via the survey process and where possible, surveys and site visits were completed to
verify the results. In addition to the surveys, the Region of Peel was also able to provide
confirmation of the presence of septic systems through a review of the sewer billing
records.
3.1.2

Agricultural Source Materials

Agricultural Source Material (ASM) is a class of nutrients that can be applied to land in
order to enhance the growth of agricultural crops or for soil conditioning. Under the
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Nutrient Management Act (2002) the following are recognized as sources of ASM that
may be produced, applied, stored, handled, or used on a farm:







manure produced by farm animals (includes bedding materials);
runoff from farm-animal yards and manure storages;
wash water that has not been mixed with human body waste (e.g., from the milking
centre);
organic materials produced by intermediate operations that process the above
materials (e.g., mushroom compost);
anaerobic digestion output that does not include sewage biosolids or human body
waste; and
regulated compost (which contains dead farm animals).

ASM is regarded as a potential threat to drinking water as a number of chemicals
including nitrogen and phosphorus are found in ASM and may make their way to
groundwater from this source. There are also a number of pathogens (disease causing
organisms) associated with this source. More information on ASM may be found in the
CTC-Draft Proposed Source Protection Plan (CTC, 2012).
As part of the current survey all activities that were noted to generate, handle, store or
apply ASM were noted and verified. Verification was via completed survey and site visit.
Because of the conservative nature of the source protection process there is no
allowance for an evaluation of land use management practices, so in the case of ASM,
there was no consideration for the methods used by land owners to manage or mitigate
risks due to this land use. Within the current study a total of 13 occurrences of ASM
related threats were reviewed.
3.1.3

Non-Agricultural Source Material

Non-Agricultural Source Material (NASM) is a class of nutrients that are not produced on
a farm, but can be applied to land for the purpose of enhancing the growth of agricultural
crops or for soil conditioning. NASM includes the following materials:





Pulp and paper biosolids;
Sewage biosolids;
Anaerobic digestion output; and
Any other material that is not from an agricultural source and that is capable of being
applied to land as a nutrient (such as materials from dairy product or animal food
manufacturing).
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NASM is regarded as a potential threat to drinking water as a number of chemicals and
pathogens found in this material may make their way to groundwater from this source.
More information on sources of NASM may be found in the CTC-Draft Proposed Source
Protection Plan (CTC, 2012).
Within the current study a total of three occurrences of NASM related threats were
reviewed through the survey and visitation process, with and the results being used to
verify the existence of these potential significant drinking water threats.
3.1.4

Commercial Fertilizers

Commercial fertilizers are regarded as a potential threat to groundwater as chemicals
from fertilizers could make their way to the groundwater body. The main chemicals of
concern with fertilizers are nitrogen and phosphorus and their release to water sources
is mainly associated with their improper use and storage.
Within the current study a total of four occurrences of commercial fertilizer related
threats were reviewed and the results used to verify the existence of these potential
significant drinking water threats.
3.1.5

Pesticides

A Pesticide, is defined in the Ontario Pesticides Act, 1990 as “any organism, substance
or thing that is manufactured, represented, sold or used as a means of directly or
indirectly controlling, preventing, destroying, mitigating, attracting or repelling any pest or
of altering the growth, development or characteristics of any plant life that is not a pest
and includes any organism, substance or thing registered under the federal Pest Control
Products Act, 2002. Pesticides are typically chemicals that are used to control
undesirable pests such as weeds, insects, and fungi. Within the context of source
protection 11 types of pesticides (mainly herbicides) are considered to be potential
drinking water threats, the full list of these pesticides is provided in the CTC-Draft
Proposed Source Protection Plan (CTC, 2012).
Within the current study a total of three occurrences of pesticide related threats were
reviewed and the results used to verify the existence of these potential significant
drinking water threats.
3.1.6

Fuel

The handling and storage of fuel is regarded as a potential threat to groundwater as
chemicals from the fuels may make their way to the water source. The main chemicals
of concern associated with fuels are outlined in the CTC-Draft Proposed Source
Protection Plan (CTC, 2012). It is noted that some of the chemicals of concern
R.J. Burnside & Associates Limited
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associated with fuels are considered to be carcinogenic. The fuels of concern for the
source protection process include diesel, kerosene and hydrocarbon fuel (gasoline).
There were a total of 13 incidences of fuel storage and handling that were verified by the
current process.
3.1.7

Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPLs)

A Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (DNAPL) is a chemical that is denser than water
and generally does not dissolve readily in water. When released to the environment,
these chemicals remain as distinct liquids and tend to sink to the lowest part of the
aquifer, contaminating everything on their path. These chemicals can be toxic to
humans even in small amounts and they tend to be very persistent in aquifers. Due to
their chemical impact and the persistence of impact, DNAPLs have been given special
recognition under the Clean Water Act.
DNAPLs, have been readily used in vast quantities for decades in industrial and
commercial applications such as dry cleaning, cleaning/degreasing solvents, electronics,
aerosols, plastics, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, wood preservation, asphalt operations,
varnishes and the repair of motor vehicles and equipment. These chemicals can also be
found in small quantities in common household products such as adhesives and
cleaners. The chemicals and products most commonly associated with DNAPLs are:






DCM
TCM
TCA
TCE
PCE

(dichloromethane, found in paint stripper, aerosols and pharmaceuticals);
(chloroform, found in fats, oils, rubber, resins and pharmaceuticals);
(tricholorethane, in cleaning, adhesives, aerosols, inks fats and waxes);
(trichloroethylene, metal cleaning, dry cleaning, paint removers); and
(perchloroethylene, in dry cleaning and metal cleaning products).

For the current study, the presence of DNAPLs on a property was verified through the
survey and visitation process. During the interview process it was found that there was
a general unfamiliarity with products that contained DNAPLs. In response to this
realisation, the study team included evaluation of material safety data sheets (MSDS) as
part of an onsite verification process. Alongside this verification, the team utilized
photographs taken of the products used/stored onsite to make a later verification of the
presence of DNAPLs Burnside obtained a listing of DNAPL chemicals and related
products from the US Department of Health and Human Services website and used
these product lists to evaluate the products in the photographs. This method of photo
evaluation in collaboration with onsite observation was used to verify the presence of
DNAPLs on the various properties in the Region of Peel.
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4.0

Threats Update

All information collected via survey or other mechanisms was used to update the
circumstances under which each potential significant drinking water threat was initially
assumed to occur. While risk management practices were noted to occur on some
properties, the existing MOE guidelines for categorisation of threats do not allow for any
consideration of these management practices. In order to remain in compliance with
these guidelines, risk management was not included in the analyses undertaken, but
instead only noted changes in circumstances were used to update the project records.
At the start of the verification exercise there were a total of 84 potential significant
drinking water threats, located on 44 properties within the Region of Peel’s groundwater
supply systems vulnerable areas. Of the 84 potential significant drinking water threats
initially identified, the existence or non-existence of 72 were verified through this study.
A summary of the threats as originally identified is provided below in Table 3.
Table 3 Identified Potential Significant Drinking Water Threats
Total Parcels with
Water System
Number of Threats
Threats
Alton
6
3
Caledon East
17
9
Caledon Village
4
1
Cheltenham
21
6
Inglewood
27
20
Palgrave
9
5
Total
84
44
Updated maps identifying the types of significant threats located within each vulnerability
area are provided in Figures 4.1 to 4.6.
The following sections provide a summary of the changes made to the threat count
within each WHPA.

4.1

Alton

The potential significant drinking water threats identified within the Alton vulnerable
areas were related to residential storage of fuel (heating oil), residential septic systems
and the commercial storage and handling of DNAPL. Through surveys and telephone
interviews the existence of all six threats identified for Alton has been confirmed. The
locations of the verified potential significant drinking water threats are shown in
Figure 4.1.
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4.2

Caledon East

A total of 17 potential significant drinking water threats on nine properties were originally
identified in Caledon East. Of this total 11 have been verified to exist. Six threats have
been removed from the list due to the circumstances under which they currently occur.
The potential significant drinking water threats removed relate to the storage and
handling of DNAPL on a property at 15935-15943 Airport Road, which is a Pet Grooming
Business and Restaurant and do not make use of chemicals or products that contain
DNAPLs. The corresponding threat in relation to storage of organic solvent has been
removed for this property as well. The property at 15935-15943 Airport Road has also
been removed for the storage of fuel as it was verified that the building was not heated
using an oil tank.
Another property at 160090 Airport Road was verified as not being a threat for storage
and handling of DNAPL as the dry cleaning operations on which this classification was
based does not in fact take place on site. As a result of the survey, the number of
potential significant drinking water threats in Caledon East has been reduced to 11
threats located on seven properties. Of the potential significant drinking water threats
located in Caledon East, it is noted that two threats relate to municipal sewage treatment
systems and pipelines. The locations of the verified potential significant drinking water
threats are shown on Figure 4.2.

4.3

Caledon Village

In Caledon Village a total of four potential significant drinking water threats were initially
identified for one property. The survey for this property is yet to be completed and
hence no update of threats for this community is available at the time of reporting. The
locations of potential significant drinking water threats in Caledon Village are shown in
Figure 4.3.

4.4

Cheltenham

Cheltenham reported 21 potential significant drinking water threats on six properties in
the initial threat categorisation. As a result of the verification exercise it was noted that
two owners held multiple properties and hence management across these properties
could be combined. In one of the cases, the land owner had implemented risk
management activities that were thought to be reducing the potential of contamination
from his activities. However, due to the absence of protocol to handle risk management
as part of threat categorisation, these risk management activities have been
incorporated into the threat classification process by way of changes to the
circumstances used to classify the various threats.
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Based on the surveys completed in Cheltenham, one potential significant drinking water
threat, the application of Non- Agricultural Source Material (NASM) to land has been
removed from the list for this area. Additionally, potential significant drinking water
threats located on farms at 14130 and 14360 Creditview Road have been removed due
to the operation of these ventures as organic farms. In this mode of operation, the
storage, and use of pesticides and fertilizer do not occur on the farms and have been
removed due to these considerations. In Cheltenham, the operation of the Fire Hall by
the Town of Caledon is recognised as two potential significant drinking water threats for
the use of a sewage septic system and the storage of fuel as part of the backup power
generation facility. The locations of verified significant threats in Cheltenham are shown
in Figure 4.4.

4.5

Inglewood

In Inglewood a number of potential significant drinking water threats related to residential
septic systems were identified due to the presence of an Issue Contributing Area (ICA).
An Issue Contributing Area (ICA) is an area defined in association with the determination
of actual deterioration or a trend towards deterioration in water quality at a well. The ICA
is defined as the area on land that is associated with the cause of the deterioration.
In Inglewood the cause of the deterioration was noted to be bacteria, likely from septic
systems. The survey conducted in this area confirmed the absence of a municipal
sewage system in parts of the surveyed areas and their dependence on private septic
systems. The survey was also conducted on agricultural properties in this area which
were associated with the remaining threats. A total of 24 potential significant drinking
water threats have been verified in this area with the majority (18), being in relation to
septic systems. Two potential significant drinking water threats were removed due to the
non-existence of the assumed activities (application of ASM to land and application of
NASM to land) on the property at 15896 McLaughlin Road. Municipal land use in relation
to a storm water management pond, sewers, a sewage treatment plant and fuel storage
are also included in the count of potential significant drinking water threats.
It is noted that at the time of completion of this report, the survey for one property in
Inglewood, responsible for the two outstanding and yet to be verified potential significant
drinking water threats has not been submitted to the study team. The locations of
verified potential significant drinking water threats in Inglewood are shown in Figure 4.5.

4.6

Palgrave

Potential significant drinking water threats identified within the vulnerable areas in
Palgrave have been verified based on data obtained from the Region of Peel Sewage
Services. Surveys have not been completed for these properties, however it is noted
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from a windshield survey and aerial photography of the site that one property that is
listed as a threat for residential storage of fuel and a septic system is in fact an empty
lot. The threats associated with this empty lot have been removed from the count.
Based on the above information, the number of potential significant drinking water
threats confirmed in Palgrave is seven threats located on four properties. The locations
of the potential significant drinking water threats verified for Palgrave are shown in
Figure 4.6.

4.7

Revised Threat Count

Using the information compiled during the surveys and that obtained from the Region of
Peel, the number of potential significant drinking water threats verified to exist within the
WHPAs located in Caledon have been updated and a summary of the verified numbers
is provided in Table 4 below:
Table 4 Verified Potential Significant Drinking Water Threats
Total Parcels with
Water System
Number of Threats
Threats
Alton
6
3
Caledon East
11
7
Caledon Village
4
1
Cheltenham
12
5*
Inglewood
23
19
Palgrave
7
4
Total
60
39
* two land owners have multiple parcels, hence effective number of properties is 3
Details of the land use activities associated with the verified threats are provided below
in Table 5:
Table 5 Details of Potential Significant Drinking Water Threats by Well Field
Well Field
Land Use
Threat Type
Type
Residential Storage of Fuel
Residential Septic System or sewage works
Residential Septic System or sewage works
Alton 3 & 4
Residential Storage of Fuel
Commercial Handling of a Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Commercial Storage of Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
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Well Field
Caledon East 4
Caledon East 2
&3

Caledon East 2
&3

Caledon Village
3

Cheltenham 1

Land Use
Type
Residential
Municipal
Municipal
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Commercial
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Agricultural
Residential
Residential
Residential
Municipal
Municipal

Threat Type
Storage of Fuel
Waste water collection facility
Waste water collection facility
Handling of a Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Storage of Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Handling of a Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Storage of Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Handling of a Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Storage of Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Handling of a Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Storage of Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Handling of a Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Storage of Dense Non-aqueous phase liquid
Handling of Fuel
Storage of Fuel
Storage of Agricultural source material
Storage of Agricultural source material
Management / Handling of Agricultural Source Material
Management / Handling of Agricultural Source Material
Storage of Agricultural Source Material
Management / Handling of Agricultural Source Material
Application of Agricultural Source Material
Application of Commercial Fertilizer
Septic system or sewage works
Storage of Fuel
Septic system or sewage works
Storage of Fuel
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Well Field

Inglewood 2

Palgrave 2
Palgrave 3

Palgrave 4

5.0

Land Use
Type
Agricultural
Agricultural
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Municipal
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential
Residential

Threat Type
Storage of Agricultural Source Material
Management / Handling of Agricultural Source Material
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Waste water collection facility
Storm water collection facility
Septic System or sewage works
Storage of Fuel
Septic System or sewage works
Storage of Fuel
Septic System or sewage works
Septic System or sewage works
Storage of Fuel
Septic System or sewage works
Storage of Fuel

Discussion

The goal of this study was to focus on the potential significant drinking water threats
identified in the Credit Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario (CTC)
Source Protection Region Watershed Assessment Report. These potential significant
drinking water threats were identified based on available information and numerous
assumptions regarding the nature of their occurrence. The results of the current study
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have indicated that while the assumptions were for the most part correct, there is a
benefit to completing a verification exercise as the entire set of assumptions is not
always correct. In the context of the requirement for the source protection region to draft
polices to mitigate the risk presented by threats identified as significant and the potential
impact that these policies may have on land use practices, it is important to reduce the
uncertainty regarding threat occurrence.
The performance of the surveys served as a mechanism for flagging of potential new
threats and for the removal of threats where they no longer exist. The overall result was
a reduction in the uncertainty in the data that was used for the threat assessment. It is
noted that a lower level of uncertainty allows the Region of Peel to place more
confidence in the results of the analyses. This process of due diligence was needed for
the Region of Peel to understand the implications in terms of required staffing and
workload to support source protection policy implementation. The manner in which the
current surveys were done allowed for Region of Peel staff that will be involved with
enforcement of source protection policy to interact with property owners who may be
impacted by policies. This interaction served as an introduction between staff and land
owners and brought to focus the impending implementation of source protection policies
and their implications for the land owners.
The reduction in the uncertainty in the database that has been achieved through the
process allows the Region of Peel to make more accurate determinations on the level of
effort that will be necessary to develop inspection programs or risk management plans
as may be required by the various source protection policies.
It is anticipated that draft source water protection policies for the Credit Valley, Toronto
and Region and Central Lake Ontario (CTC) Source Protection Region will be submitted
to the Ministry of the Environment by October of 2012. On submission, the ministry will
review the policies with a view to approving them for implementation. The Region of
Peel is one of the municipalities whose policies are being developed by the Credit
Valley, Toronto and Region and Central Lake Ontario (CTC) Source Protection Region.
With the work completed as part of this study, the Region of Peel will be in a position to
begin implementation of policies as soon as they are signed off and approved by the
ministry. Other municipalities that have not completed similar studies will be faced with
the need to complete these studies at the time of source protection policy
implementation. Having already completed these studies, the Region of Peel is at a
distinct advantage for the immediate implementation of source protection policies.
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6.0

Limitations and Use of Report

The findings and conclusions presented in this report are based upon the review of data
and information provided by others and visual observations of the field conditions at the
time of our assessment. This report has been prepared in accordance with accepted
environmental study and/or engineering practices. Burnside does not guarantee the
accuracy and reliability of the information provided by other persons or agencies and
does not claim responsibility for undisclosed or non-visible environmental concerns. It
should be noted that some of the information and resulting conclusions of this
investigation are time sensitive.
The results of this study should, in no way, be construed as a warranty that the study
areas are free from any and all contamination from past or current practices. Sampling
and analysis of soils, groundwater, and other material were not carried out as part of this
investigation.
This report was prepared for the exclusive use of the Region of Peel. Any use of,
reliance on, or decisions based on this report by a third party are the responsibility of
such third parties. Burnside accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by
any third party as a result of decisions made or actions based on this report. Reports or
memoranda resulting from this assignment are not to be used, in whole or in part,
outside the client’s organization without prior written permission.
Respectfully submitted,
R.J. Burnside & Associates Limited

Dwight Smikle, M.Sc., P.Geo.
Senior Hydrogeologist
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Appendix A
Sample of Letter to Property Owner

March 8, 2012
Dear Property Owner/Occupant:
Re: Notice Regarding the Ontario Clean Water Act, 2006 and Pending
Source Water Protection Plan & Policies
Address: 19 Field Crest Road, Caledon, ON L7C 1H4
Property Identification Number: 212403000523100
The Ontario Clean Water Act (CWA), 2006 requires communities across Ontario to
protect municipal drinking water sources from past, present and future threats to their
quality and quantity. In compliance with the Act, a watershed assessment has identified
vulnerable areas and related threats to the municipal water source.
You are receiving this letter because your property is located within a Well Head
Protection (issue contributing area) and has been identified as one where potential
groundwater threats may exist, or are considered to be significant due to presumed land
use activities. Based on the first round of the completed Assessment Report as required
under the CWA, 2006, it has been identified that the presumed land-use activity on your
property includes ‘The establishment, operation or maintenance of a system that
collects, stores, transmits, treats or disposes of sewage’ which is a prescribed
threat by the Ministry of Environment.
Under the CWA, the Region of Peel is required to verify the existence of these activities
on your property. The verification process requires a site visit and the completion of a
questionnaire related to land use activities. It is Peel’s intent to complete the visits by the
end of April, 2012.
Please contact the project manager, Syeda Banuri, P.Eng, to set up a convenient time
for the site visit.
Thank you for your assistance with this initiative.

Mark Schiller, Director, Public Works, Water Division
Phone: 905-791-7800, ext. 4394
Email: Mark.Schiller@peelregion.ca
OR
Project Manager Contact Information:
Syeda Banuri, P.Eng, Public Works – Water Division
Phone: 905-791-7800, ext. 4052
Email: Syeda.Banuri@peelregion.ca

Appendix B
Example Property Surveys

Region of Peel Threat Verification Questionnaire
Agricultural Properties
Parcel Roll Number: _______________________________________________
Wellhead Protection Area: __________________________________________
Property Information
1. Property Address:
______________________________________________________________________
2. Property Contact Name:
______________________________________________________________________
3. Property Contact Phone Number:
______________________________________________________________________
4. Do you own, rent or lease the property? ____________________________________
5. Property Owner Name (if different from above)
______________________________________________________________________
6. How long has the current land use been active?
______________________________________________________________________
Farm Practices
7. What type of agricultural activities take place on the property?
______________________________________________________________________
8. Do you have a Nutrient Management Plan? (Yes) / (No)
9. Do you have an Environmental Farm Plan? (Yes) / (No)
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Application, Handling and Storage of Agricultural Source Material (ASM)
This section asks about Agricultural Source Material (ASM) you may have on your
property. ASM refers to manure (both liquid and solid) generated on a farm.
10. In the last year has ASM been applied to land on the property? (Yes) / (No)
11. What time of the year is the ASM applied?
_________________________________________________________________
12. In the last year has ASM been stored on the property? (Yes) / (No)
13. If yes, how was the ASM stored? (check all that apply)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Permanent nutrient storage facility located at or above grade
Permanent nutrient storage facility located partially above and below grade
Permanent nutrient storage facility located below grade
Temporary field nutrient storage site located at or above grade
Temporary field nutrient storage site located below grade

14. How many days was the ASM stored for? ______________________________

Permanent
Nutrient Handling
Storage Facility
a facility for
source
materialMaterial
including a(NASM)
storage
Application,
and isStorage
of storing
Non- agricultural
Agricultural
Source
facility made of earth that is a permanent structure or part of a permanent structure which must have a minimum
capacity of 14 days and does not include irrigation systems or structures that are part of vegetated strip system.

This section asks about Non-Agricultural Source Material (NASM) you may have on your
property.
NASM
refers
to biosolids
outside
sourcesnutrient
including
sewage
treatment
Temporary
Field
Nutrient
Storage
is a locationfrom
that is
no a permanent
storage
facility and
where solid
facilities,
pulp
and paper
mills
processing
operations.
agricultural
source
material
are stored
for and
morefood
than 24
hours.

15. Is Non-Agricultural Source Material applied to land on the property?
a) Yes, NASM has been applied in the last 5 years
b) Yes, NASM will be applied in the next 5 years
c) Yes, NASM has been applied in the last 5 years and will be applied again in
the next 5 years
d) No, NASM has not been applied in the last 5 years and is not planned for the
next 5 years
16. In the last year has hauled sewage been applied to the land on the property?
(Yes) / (No)
17. What is the land area where the hauled sewage was applied?
a) Less than 1 hectare
b) 1 – 10 hectares
c) More than 10 hectares
18. In the last 5 years was any NASM stored on the property? (Yes) / (No)
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19. If yes, how is the NASM typically stored? (check all that apply)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Permanent nutrient storage facility located at or above grade
Permanent nutrient storage facility located partially above and below grade
Permanent nutrient storage facility located below grade
Temporary field nutrient storage site located at or above grade
Temporary field nutrient storage site located below grade

20. How much nitrogen is typically contained in the stored NASM?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Less than 0.5 tonnes
0.5 – 5 tonnes
More than 5 tonnes
Unknown

Application, Handling and Storage of Commercial Fertilizer
21. In the last year, was commercial fertilizer applied to land on the property?
a) Yes – applied by outsource contractor
b) Yes – property owner/tenant applied
c) Not applied
22. Is commercial fertilizer stored on the property? (Yes) / (No)
23. What is the purpose of fertilizer storage on the property?
a) Stored for use on the property
b) Sold wholesale on the property
c) Sold retail on the property
24. What is the amount (both liquid and solid) of stored commercial fertilizer?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Less than 25 kilograms
25 – 250 kilograms
250 – 2,500 kilograms
More than 2,500 kilograms

Application, Handling and Storage of Pesticides
25. In the last year, were pesticides applied to land on the property?
a) Yes – applied by outsource contractor
b) Yes – applied by property owner/tenant
c) Not applied
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26. What is the approximate land area where pesticides were applied on the property in
the last year?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Less than 1 hectare
1 – 9.9 hectares
10 – 100 hectares
More than 100 hectares

27. Does the pesticide applied on the property contain any of the following ingredients?
(Check all that apply)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)

MCPA
Mecoprop
Atrazine
Dicamba
2,4-D
Dichloropropene-1,3
MCPB
Metalaxyl
Pendimethalin
Glyphosate
Metolachlor or s-Metolachor
Other (please provide)
Unknown (Name of Pesticide(s):________________________)

28. Are pesticides stored on the property? (Yes) / (No)
29. What is the purpose of pesticides stored on the property?
a) Pesticides are stored for use on property
b) Pesticides are stored for wholesale on the property
c) Pesticides are stored for retail on the property
30. Do the pesticides stored on the property contain any of the following ingredients?
(Check all that apply)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)

MCPA
Mecoprop
Atrazine
Dicamba
2,4-D
Dichloropropene-1,3
MCPB
Metalaxyl
Pendimethalin
Glyphosate
Metolachlor or s-Metolachor
Other (please provide)
Unknown (Name of Pesticide(s):________________________)
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31. Does someone on the property have a pesticide licence or are licence professionals
applying the pesticides?
______________________________________________________________________
Livestock and Poultry
32. Please indicate the total numbers of each type of livestock and/or poultry on the
property in the last year.
Type of
Livestock
Beef

Number of
Livestock

Type of
Livestock
Ducks

Veal

Emu

Dairy

Turkey

Horses

Fox

Swine

Mink

Chicken

Ostrich

Goats

Chinchilla

Sheep

Rabbits

Deer/Elk

Other

Number of
Livestock

33. What is the total land area of livestock grazing or pasture lands on the property?
__________________
34. What is the total land area of outdoor confinement areas, and farm-animal yards on
the property?
__________________
35. Are dead livestock or poultry buried or composted on the property? (Yes) / (No)
Storage of Fuel
36. Are any of the following types of liquid fuel used or stored on the property?
Gasoline _______

Diesel ___________

Heating Fuel/ Fuel Oil ______

Used Oils ___________
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37. What is the maximum quantity stored on the property at any one time?
Please indicate number of tanks/storage containers for each volume type.
Fuel Type

<25 L (e.g. Jerry
can)

25-250 L (up to 1
drum)

250-2500 L (at
least 1 drum to
one tank)

>2500 L (more
than 1 tank)

Gasoline

Diesel
Heating Fuel/Fuel
Oil
Used Oils

Other

38. How is the fuel stored? Check all that apply.
Fuel Type

Above ground

Below ground

Portable
Container

Gasoline
Diesel
Heating Fuel/Fuel
Oil
Used Oils
Other

Sewage
39. Is property connected to municipal or communal sewage system?
(Yes) / (No)
40. Does the property have a septic system or sewage holding tank?
(Yes) / (No)
41. What is the age of the system? ______ years
42. How often do you have the system pumped out? ___________________
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Please provide a sketch of your property including the locations of the septic
system, fuel tanks, pesticide storage, fertilizer storage and ASM storage relative to
the buildings on-site. Please show closest road on sketch.

Survey Completed By:

_______________________
Print Name

_______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Date
Please note that the information collected in this survey will only be used by the Region
of Peel for their obligations under the Clean Water Act, as legally prescribed under the
Municipal Freedom of Information Privacy and Protection Act. The Region will share
some of the information gathered with the Ministry of the Environment and the CTC
Source Protection committee as they are partnering on this initiative.

Region of Peel Threat Verification Questionnaire
Commercial / Industrial Properties
Parcel Roll Number: _______________________________________________
Wellhead Protection Area: __________________________________________

Property Information
1. Property Address:
______________________________________________________________________
2. Property Contact Name:
______________________________________________________________________
3. Property Contact Phone Number:
______________________________________________________________________
4. Do you own, rent or lease the property? ____________________________________
5. Property Owner Name (if different from above)
______________________________________________________________________
6. How long has the current land use been active?
______________________________________________________________________
Business Information
7. Business Name:
______________________________________________________________________
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8. What are the primary functions of your business (check all that apply)?
1. Agricultural, Forestry, Fishing or Hunting
2. Mining, quarrying or oil or gas extraction
3. Utilities
4. Construction
5. Manufacturing
6. Wholesale Trade
7. Retail Trade
8. Transportation and Warehousing
9. Information and Cultural Industries
10. Finance and Insurance
11. Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
12. Professional, Scientific and Technical Services
13. Management of Companies and Enterprises
14. Administrative and Support, Waste Management and Remediation Services
15. Educational Services
16. Health Care and Social Assistance
17. Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
18. Accommodation and Food Services
19. Public Administration
20. Other Services

9. Please briefly describe your business activities:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
10. Does your business have any environmental or safety accreditations? (eg. ISO
900000, ISO 140000, an Environmental Management System (EMS))
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Storage of Fuel
11. Are any of the following types of liquid fuel used or stored on the property?
Gasoline _______

Diesel ___________

Heating Fuel/ Fuel Oil ______

Used Oils ___________
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12. What is the maximum quantity stored on the property at any one time?
Please indicate number of tanks/storage containers for each volume type.
Fuel Type

<25 L (e.g. Jerry
can)

25-250 L (up to 1
drum)

250-2500 L (at
least 1 drum to
one tank)

>2500 L (more
than 1 tank)

Gasoline

Diesel
Heating Fuel/Fuel
Oil
Used Oils

Other

13. How is the fuel stored? (Check all that apply)
Fuel Type

Above ground

Below ground

Portable
Container

Gasoline
Diesel
Heating Fuel/Fuel
Oil
Used Oils
Other

Storage of DNAPLs or Chlorinated Solvents
14. Do you use or store any of the following products that may contain DNAPLs or
chlorinated solvents on your property?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degreasers,
Paint and paint thinners
Glues, resins
Furniture strippers
Solvents
PCB liquids
Creosote

Please describe products (brand name, use, amount)
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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15. Where do you store these products?
______________________________________________________________________
16. How do you dispose of these products after use?
______________________________________________________________________
Commercial Fertilizer and Pesticide Storage
17. Is commercial fertilizer stored on the property for wholesale or retail?
(Yes) / (No)
18. What is the amount (both liquid and solid) of stored commercial fertilizer?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Less than 25 kilograms
25 – 250 kilograms
250 – 2,500 kilograms
More than 2,500 kilograms

19. Are pesticides stored on the property for wholesale or retail?
(Yes) / (No)
20. Do the pesticides stored on the property contain any of the following ingredients?
(Check all that apply)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)

MCPA
Mecoprop
Atrazine
Dicamba
2,4-D
Dichloropropene-1,3
MCPB
Metalaxyl
Pendimethalin
Glyphosate
Metolachlor or s-Metolachor
Other (please provide)
Unknown (Name of Pesticide(s):________________________)

Waste Management
21. Is the property registered through Ontario’s Hazardous Waste Information Network
(HWIN)?
(Yes) / (No)
22. Is the property registered as a Waste Receiver through the Ontario MOE?
(Yes) / (No)
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23. Does the property have an Ontario MOE Certificate of Approval for waste storage or
waste disposal?
(Yes) / (No)
If yes, please specify C of A type (e.g. hazardous waste storage)
______________________________________________________________________
Conditions
24. Has a Phase I Environmental Site Investigation ever been conducted on the
property?
(Yes) / (No)
25. Has a Phase II Environmental Site Investigation ever been conducted on the
property?
(Yes) / (No)
26. Does the property hold a Record of Site Condition under O.Reg 153/04?
(Yes) / (No)
27. Are you aware of any contamination on your property that exceeds the MOE
standards?
a) soil

b) sediment

c) groundwater

d) surface water

If you checked any please explain and list contaminants. Refer to reports if available.
______________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Please provide a sketch of your property including the locations of the septic
system, fuel tanks and chemical storage relative to the buildings on-site. Please
show closest road on sketch.

Survey Completed By:

_______________________
Print Name

_______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Date
Please note that the information collected in this survey will only be used by the Region
of Peel for their obligations under the Clean Water Act, as legally prescribed under the
Municipal Freedom of Information Privacy and Protection Act. The Region will share
some of the information gathered with the Ministry of the Environment and the CTC
Source Protection committee as they are partnering on this initiative.

Region of Peel Threat Verification Questionnaire
Residential Properties
Parcel Roll Number: ________________________________________________
Wellhead Protection Area: ___________________________________________
Property Information
1. Property Address:
______________________________________________________________________
2. Property Contact Name:
______________________________________________________________________
3. Property Contact Phone Number:
______________________________________________________________________
4. Do you own, rent or lease the property? ____________________________________
5. Property Owner Name (if different from above)
______________________________________________________________________
6. How long have you resided on the property? ______________________________

Sewage
3. Is property connected to municipal or communal sewage system?
(Yes) / (No)
4. Does the property have a septic system or sewage holding tank?
(Yes) / (No)
5. What is the age of the system?

______ years

6. How often do you have the system pumped out? ______________
7. Have you experienced any issues with your system in the past?
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a)
b)
c)
d)

leaking to surface
odours
structural damage
other

Fuel Heating Tanks
8. Are any of the buildings on the property heated using fuel heating oil?
(Yes) / (No)
9. If yes, where is the fuel heating oil tank stored?
1. Below ground
2. Partially below ground
3. Above ground
10. What is the capacity of your fuel heating oil tank? _____________ Litres
11. Do you store any other fuel on your property?
(Yes) / (No)
12. If yes, how much and where is it stored? ___________________________________
Fertilizer Application
13. Has commercial fertilizer been applied to land on your property within the last year?
(Yes) / (No)
14. If yes, please indicate size of area of application (square meters or square feet)
____________________________________________________________________
15. Please provide details regarding application rate, type or brand used and how many
times applied per year.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Storage of DNAPLs or Chlorinated Solvents
16. Do you store any of the following on your property: degreasers, paint, paint thinners,
glues resins, furniture strippers, solvents, PCB liquids or creosote.
______________________________________________________________________
17. Where do you store these products?
______________________________________________________________________
18. How do you dispose of these products after use?
______________________________________________________________________
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Please provide a sketch of the property with locations of septic system, and fuel
tanks relative to the buildings on-site and the closest road.

Survey Completed By:

_______________________
Print Name

_______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Date
Please note that the information collected in this survey will only be used by the Region
of Peel for their obligations under the Clean Water Act, as legally prescribed under the
Municipal Freedom of Information Privacy and Protection Act. The Region will share
some of the information gathered with the Ministry of the Environment and the CTC
Source Protection committee as they are partnering on this initiative.

Appendix C
Property Sheets

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000803900

Water Supply System: Alton

Address: 1603 QUEEN ST, ALTON

Wellfield: Alton 3 & 4

Property Owner: DALE, DEBBIE LEE

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential
No one home at site visit. Vent pipes in basement would suggest fuel heating tank.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

15

The handling or storage of fuel

Below ground storage of fuel, >25012500L

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic system

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000804000

Water Supply System: Alton

Address: 1639 QUEEN ST, ALTON

Wellfield: Alton 3 & 4

Property Owner: HENKENHAF, THEODORE LEOPOLD

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact: Theodore Henkenhaf

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number: 519194113874

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential and Commercial
House has three apartments with tenants. Septic system on site. Fuel heating tank in basement. Outbuilding is
used by owner for horticultural services business.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

15

The handling and storage fuel

The below ground storage of fuel, >2501
2500 L

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic system

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Verified
(Date)
Yes
(4/4/2012)
Yes
(4/4/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000805300

Water Supply System: Alton

Address: 1562 QUEEN ST E, ALTON

Wellfield: Alton 3 & 4

Property Owner: CP ARAS INC

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact: Chacko Philipose

Vulnerability Score: 6

Contact Phone Number: 519194111163

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Commercial 1 Gas station with small convenience store.
3 Underground storage tanks 1 2 gasoline 15,000 L and 45,000 L and 1 diesel 15,000 L. Septic system on site.
Sells small containers of automobile maintenance products (e.g. Motor oil, transmission fluid etc).

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
16
16

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.

The handling of a DNAPL at or above
grade in relation to its storage.
The storage of a DNAPL at or above
grade.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Verified
(Date)
Yes
(3/23/2012)
Yes
(3/23/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000122400

Water Supply System: Caledon East

Address: 26 GRANITE STONE DR, CALEDON EAST

Wellfield: Caledon East 4

Property Owner: BAINS, PARMJIT

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

15

The handling and storage of fuel.

Below grade storage of fuel, >25012500 L

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212405000103100

Water Supply System: Caledon East

Address: 15935115943 AIRPORT RD

Wellfield: Caledon East 2 & 3

Property Owner: CAVALLO, ANTONIO

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact: Lynda Woolley

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number: 905159419699

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Pet grooming business. Uses and stores small amounts of detergents, bleach and other cleaners and flea
shampoo. No fuel storage.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Parcel Roll Number: 212405000103500

Water Supply System: Caledon East

Address: 15977 AIRPORT RD, CALEDON EAST

Wellfield: Caledon East 2 & 3

Property Owner: 2216913 ONTARIO INC

WHPA: WHPA1C

Property Contact: Ryu Sejin

Vulnerability Score: 8

Contact Phone Number: 905158412008

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Commercial – Gas station and convenience store
Sells gasoline and diesel, underground storage tanks. Has some auto maintenance products in store in individual
containers which may contain DNAPLs.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
16
16

Drinking Water Threat
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Circumstance Detail
Above grade handling of DNAPL.
Above grade storage of DNAPL

Verified
(Date)
Yes
(3/28/2012)
Yes
(3/28/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212405000106500

Water Supply System: Caledon East

Address: 16040 AIRPORT RD, CALEDON EAST

Wellfield: Caledon East 2 & 3

Property Owner: 1006511 ONTARIO INC

WHPA: WHPA1C

Property Contact: Pina Tomiasone

Vulnerability Score: 8

Contact Phone Number: 905158410454

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Commercial – Automotive repair shop
Has 500 L above ground fibreglass waste oil storage tank. Solvents are collected in sink and stored in 10120 L
storage tank and picked up by Safety Kleen. Types of solvents unknown, may contain DNAPLs.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
16
16

Drinking Water Threat
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Circumstance Detail
Above grade handling of DNAPL.
Above grade storage of DNAPL

Verified
(Date)
Yes
(3/28/2012)
Yes
(3/28/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212405000106800

Water Supply System: Caledon East

Address: 16018 AIRPORT RD, CALEDON EAST

Wellfield: Caledon East 2 & 3

Property Owner: 863490 ONTARIO LTD

WHPA: WHPA1C

Property Contact: George Berney

Vulnerability Score: 6

Contact Phone Number: 905158412371

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Commercial – Hardware Store
Sells household products, auto maintenance and garden supplies. Rents some tools for construction/landscaping.
Products may contain DNAPLs. All products are in individual containers. No bulk sales or mixing on site.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
16
16

Drinking Water Threat
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Circumstance Detail
Above grade handling of DNAPL.
Above grade storage of DNAPL

Verified
(Date)
Yes
(3/28/2012)
Yes
(3/28/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212405000108000

Water Supply System: Caledon East

Address: 15958 AIRPORT RD

Wellfield: Caledon East 2 & 3

Property Owner: EXPRESS AUTOMOTIVE PARTS LTD

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact: Dan Lightfoot

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number: 905158412231

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Commercial – Auto parts and supplies retail
Sells automotive maintenance products which may contain DNAPLs. All products are in packaging. No bulk sales
or mixing on site.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
16
16

Drinking Water Threat
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Circumstance Detail
Above grade handling of DNAPL.
Above grade storage of DNAPL

Verified
(Date)
Yes
(3/28/2012)
Yes
(3/28/2012)

Parcel Roll Number:

Water Supply System: Caledon East

Address: 160090 Airport Road, Caledon East

Wellfield: Caledon East 2 & 3

Property Owner: Tod Properties

WHPA: WHPA1C

Property Contact: Carmela Scoles

Vulnerability Score: 8

Contact Phone Number: 905158416192

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Commercial1 Flower shop and dry cleaning services. Verified that dry cleaning not done on site (4/10/2012).

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000415300

Water Supply System: Caledon Village

Address: HURONTARIO ST

Wellfield: Caledon Village 3

Property Owner: AECON CONSTRUCTION AND MATER

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Industrial – Aggregate pit

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
16

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.
The handling and storage of a dense non1
aqueous phase liquid.

The handling of a DNAPL at or above
grade in relation to its storage.
The storage of a DNAPL at or above
grade.

15

The handling and storage of fuel.

Storage below ground >2500L

15

The handling and storage of fuel.

Handling above ground >2500L

16

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212412000202510

Water Supply System: Cheltenham

Address: 14139 CREDITVIEW RD, CHELTENHAM

Wellfield: Cheltenham 1

Property Owner: GRANGE, SUSAN ELAINE

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact: John Grange

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Agricultural – Horse farm and crops
One septic system at barn. Crops include corn, soy beans and wheat. Farm has 35 horses with 30 acres of
grazing lands and 20 acres of outdoor confinement areas.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

4

The storage of agricultural source material.

Above grade storage of ASM in
permanent storage facility.

21

The use of land as livestock grazing or
pasturing land, an outdoor confinement area
or a farm1animal yard

Livestock grazing or pasturing lands.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Verified
(Date)
Verified
(5/8/2012)
Verified
(5/8/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212412000202600

Water Supply System: Cheltenham

Address: 14135114139 CREDITVIEW RD

Wellfield: Cheltenham 1

Property Owner: GRANGE, SUSAN ELAINE

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact: John Grange

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Horse farm and crops with farmer’s house.
Crops include corn, soy beans and wheat. Farm has 35 horses with 30 acres of grazing lands and 20 acres of
outdoor confinement areas.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

4

The storage of agricultural source material.

Above grade storage of ASM in
permanent storage facility.

21

The use of land as livestock grazing or
pasturing land, an outdoor confinement area
or a farm1animal yard

Livestock grazing or pasturing lands.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Verified
(Date)
Verified
(5/8/2012)
Verified
(5/8/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212412000202610

Water Supply System: Cheltenham

Address: CREDITVIEW RD, CHELTENHAM

Wellfield: Cheltenham 1

Property Owner: GRANGE, SUSAN ELAINE

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact: John Grange

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Old farm house located on active horse farm. Half acre lot.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
8

2

Drinking Water Threat
The application of commercial fertilizer to
land.
The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Circumstance Detail
Application of commercial fertilizer to land.

Septic system

Verified
(Date)
Verified
(5/8/2012)
Verified
(5/8/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212412000209550

Water Supply System: Cheltenham

Address: 14360 CREDITVIEW RD, CHELTENHAM

Wellfield: Cheltenham 1

Property Owner: HAINES, ALFRED THEODORE

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact: Paul Haines

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number: 905183811108

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Agricultural crop farming – wheat and hay. Tenant rents land for farming.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

3

The application of agricultural source
material to land.

Application of ASM to land.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Verified
(Date)
Yes
(4/5/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212412000209810

Water Supply System: Cheltenham

Address: 14190 CREDITVIEW RD, CHELTENHAM

Wellfield: Cheltenham 1

Property Owner: CALEDON TOWN

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact: Peter Lewko, Fire and Emergency Services

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number: 905158412272 x 4336

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Municipal fire hall and baseball park.
Gasoline stored in back1up generator. All other fuel stored on trucks.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

Verified
(Date)

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic system

Yes
(7/26/2012)

15

The handling and storage of fuel.

Above grade fuel storage, 251250 L

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Yes
(7/26/2012)

Parcel Roll Number: 212412000209900

Water Supply System: Cheltenham

Address: 14130 CREDITVIEW RD, CHELTENHAM

Wellfield: Cheltenham 1

Property Owner: HAINES, KATE ELEANOR

WHPA: WHPA1B

Property Contact: Paul Haines

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number: 905183811108

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Agricultural – Livestock and Crops
Organic garden farm with 40 free range chickens. Stores manure in small compost piles outside of WHPA1B
zone, chickens range outside of WHPA1B zone. No fuel, pesticides, commercial fertilizers on site.

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000511900

Water Supply System: Inglewood

Address: 15707 MCLAUGHLIN RD, INGLEWOOD

Wellfield: Inglewood 2

Property Owner: GRAHAM, SUSAN

WHPA: WHPA1B, ICA

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Agricultural – Hobby Farm

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

4

The storage of agricultural source material.

Below grade storage of ASM in permanent
storage facility.

21

The use of land as livestock grazing or
pasturing land, an outdoor confinement area
or a farm1animal yard

Outdoor animal confinement area.

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000601800

Water Supply System: Inglewood

Address: 15893 MCLAUGHLIN RD, INGLEWOOD

Wellfield: Inglewood 2

Property Owner: FOGAL, ROBERT KNUTE

WHPA: Issue Contributing Area

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 0

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Land used for crops and horses. Noted storage of landscaping and snow removal equipment during site visit.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

4

The storage of agricultural source material.

Below grade storage of ASM in permanent
storage facility.

21

The use of land as livestock grazing or
pasturing land, an outdoor confinement area
or a farm1animal yard

Livestock grazing or pasturing lands.

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000610400

Water Supply System: Inglewood

Address: 15896 MCLAUGHLIN RD, INGLEWOOD

Wellfield: Inglewood 2

Property Owner: NEOLA INVESTMENTS LIMITED

WHPA: Issue Contributing Area

Property Contact: Victor or Anita Bandiera

Vulnerability Score: 0

Contact Phone Number: 416123312387

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Land has been zoned for sub1division. Currently farmed for hay. No fertilizers or manure used. Fuel storage on
site.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

Verified
(Date)

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic System

Verified
(4/13/2012)

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000624500

Water Supply System: Inglewood

Address:

Wellfield: Inglewood 2

Property Owner:

WHPA: Issue Contributing Area

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 0

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic System

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212403000610302

Water Supply System: Inglewood

Address: 16006 McLaughlin Rd, Inglewood

Wellfield: Inglewood 2

Property Owner: John Berger Holdings Limited

WHPA: Issue Contributing Area

Property Contact: John Berger

Vulnerability Score: 0

Contact Phone Number: 416158718787

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential property has septic system and above ground heating fuel storage tank.

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

Verified
(Date)

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic System

Yes
(3/23/2012)

Completed Survey (Y/N): Y

Water Supply System: Inglewood

Parcel Roll Number
212403000512200
212403000520800
212403000520900
212403000521000
212403000521100
212403000521200
212403000522700
212403000522800
212403000522900
212403000523000
212403000523100
212403000523200
212403000523300
212403000523400

Address
15726 MCLAUGHLIN
29 FIELD CREST RD
30 WEST VILLAGE DR
32 WEST VILLAGE DR
34 WEST VILLAGE DR
36 WEST VILLAGE DR
3 FIELD CREST RD
7 FIELD CREST RD
11 FIELD CREST RD
15 FIELD CREST RD
19 FIELD CREST RD
23 FIELD CREST RD
25 FIELD CREST RD
27 FIELD CREST RD

Wellfield: Inglewood 2

Property Owner
PRINCE COX, GREGORY
SESTITO, GIULIA
TATE, MICHAEL
STIRLING, CAROL
MACGREGOR, PETER EDWARD
CAREY, PAUL DOUGLAS
SMITH, MAURICE WAYNE SR
DENSHAM, GILRAY
MCCOMBE, ROBERT ANDREW
CHU DAVIS, MANLI
GARCIA, LUIS
MC ALONEY, JAMES MERVYN
GRIMWOOD, DONALD WILL
LUDIN, PAUL

WHPA: Issue Contributing Area

Property Contact

Mary Anne Tate
Dallas Budd
Jennifer Armstrong
Paul Carey
Gilray Densham
Fern McCombe
Luis Garcia

Septic System ?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Survey
Completed?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Parcel Roll Number: 212401000203700

Water Supply System: Palgrave

Address: 16921 MOUNT HOPE RD, PALGRAVE

Wellfield: Palgrave 2

Property Owner: MILETIC, WILMA ELIZABETH

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential
No one home during site visit. Looks like natural gas lines go to house (3/28/2012).

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
2
15

Drinking Water Threat
The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.
The handling and storage of fuel.

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Circumstance Detail

Septic System
Below grade storage of fuel, >25012500 L

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212401000205500

Water Supply System: Palgrave

Address: 17250 MOUNT HOPE RD

Wellfield: Palgrave 3

Property Owner: GRAY1PORRETTA, SUSAN

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential
No one home during site visit. Looks like natural gas lines go to house (3/28/2012).

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic System

15

The handling and storage of fuel.

Below grade storage of fuel, >25012500 L

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212401000219900

Water Supply System: Palgrave

Address:

Wellfield: Palgrave 4

Property Owner:

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#
2
15

Drinking Water Threat
The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.
The handling and storage of fuel.

Completed Survey (Y/N): N

Circumstance Detail

Septic System
Below grade storage of fuel, >25012500 L

Verified
(Date)

Parcel Roll Number: 212401000205400

Water Supply System: Palgrave

Address: 17292 Mount Hope Road, Palgrave

Wellfield: Palgrave 3

Property Owner:

WHPA: WHPA1A

Property Contact:

Vulnerability Score: 10

Contact Phone Number:

Property Location

Land Use Activity Details:
Residential

Significant Drinking Water Threats
Threat
#

Drinking Water Threat

Circumstance Detail

2

The establishment, operation or
maintenance of a system that collects,
stores, transmits, treats or disposes of
sewage.

Septic system

Completed Survey Attached (Y/N): N

Verified
(Date)

Appendix D
Completed Questionnaires

